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This special issue article concentrates on creative research of junior researchers, conducted by a 
number of graduate and post-graduate students, young researchers, and international mobility students, 

and done in four different research environments that have worked in synergy for decades in the past. 
These four environments come from two different countries, Slovenia and Serbia. Two of the environments 

address computer engineering from the electrical engineering standpoint: The School of Electrical 
Engineering at the University of Ljubljana and the School of Electrical Engineering at the University of 

Belgrade. The other two environments address computer science from the advanced mathematics 
standpoint: The School of Computing at the University of Ljubljana and two respectful institutions from 
Belgrade: The School of Mathematics and Computing at the University of Belgrade and the Mathematical 
Institute of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts.  

The first paper Secure WebSocket Based Broker and Architecture for Connecting Internet of 
Things Devices and Web Based Applications (by Matevž Hribernik and Anton Kos) presents an intuitive 
approach to connecting Internet of Things (IoT) through a WebSocket protocol and introduces a new way 
of communicating between IoT devices and web applications without the need for server-side processing. 
Such communication and processing architecture could present an excellent platform for applications of 
sensor technology in sport, an interdisciplinary research field aimed at giving athletes and coaches a 
relevant and timely feedback about their performance and results. The next four papers deal with the use 
of inertial sensors in different sport disciplines.  

Paper titled Reliable Communication Protocol for Wireless Biofeedback Systems in Sport (by 
Andrea Hernández Casillas, Sašo Tomažič, and Anton Kos) discusses a new reliable wireless 
communication protocol that can be used in challenging environments. It studies the specific case of 
swimming, where the wireless sensors are cyclically underwater, when radio communication is not possible. 
The final goal of this work is the development of real-time feedback systems and user-friendly applications 
for athletes and coaches that will help accelerate motor learning and improve their performance.  

A machine learning based approach for the improvement of the precise shooting actions is presented 
in paper titled Machine Learning based Accuracy Prediction Model for Augmented Biofeedback in 
Precision Shooting (by Lan Yang, Junqi Guo, Rongfang Bie, Sašo Tomažič, and Anton Kos). Authors 
designed concurrent and terminal versions of biofeedback applications that can give advice on errors and 
performance in precise shooting. Many sports are high-dynamic and the acquisition of their kinematic 
parameters require sensors with high sampling rates.  

The paper Wearable Sensor Device for the Acquisition of High Dynamic Movements in Sport (by 
Lia Romano, Anna Federica Altieri, Sašo Tomažič, and Anton Umek) presents the design of a sensor device 
for high dynamic sports.  

An idea paper Application of Inertial Sensors in Vertical Jump Performance Assessment (by 
Stefan Marković, Milivoj Dopsaj, Sašo Tomažič, and Anton Umek) tries to determine the most suitable 
methodology for evaluating vertical jump performance using only inertial sensors. This paper is an excellent 
example of the interdisciplinarity where knowledge from sensor technology, signal processing, 
communications, and sport is present. It nicely rounds-up the previously discussed topics with the 
application idea that builds on the research of the other four papers. 



Alexis Perenton et al, in their article “The Empirical Cost of Generalization: Subgraph Isomorphism 
and Clique Search,” start with reflections on the field of subgraph isomorphism and clique search and then 

concentrates on their research mentored by professors Uroš Čibelj and Jurij Mihelič.  

Dragan Bojić and Nenad Korolija, in their article “System Level Scheduling for Deep Learning Inference 
on Edge Cluster with FPGA Accelerators,” stress the importance of FPGA-based accelerators for deep 
learning and big data and then concentrates on their research sponsored by the Serbian Ministry for 

Education and Science.  

Jovan Radosavljević and Miodrag Živković, in their article “The List of Diameter-2-Critical Graphs with 
at Most 10 Nodes,” first give definitions of crucial terms for the field and then concentrate on their research 
mentored by professor Miodrag Živković.  

Radomir S. Stanković et al, in their article “Electronic Guides – An Example of Application of 
Information Technologies in Representation of National Heritage,” first give an excellent overview of 
their own system implementation and then present results of their software solution generated through 
sponsorship of the Serbian Ministry for Education and Science.  

Milan Todorović, in his article “On Replacing the Consensus Protocol of Ethereum Blockchain 

Platform,” first gives an excellent overview of the field and then concentrates on his research mentored by 
professor Miodrag Mihaljević.  

The editors believe that this special issue contains a lot of interesting material and that it could serve as the 

guideline for those who would like to get a deeper insight into one or more of the presented topics. They 
also observe that the research in the field of ICT has become highly interdisciplinary as many of the 
presented papers refer to other research fields. 
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